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New Discovery, 
New Inspiration ”
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Sidoarjo, Indonesia, a bustling town with cultural charm.



INTRODUCTION
We established Esa Karya Asia (ESA in short) in the small town of Sidoarjo,
directly below Surabaya, Indonesia. Our journey began in 2015 with humble
roots, initially focusing on supplying Core Modus Pte Ltd in Singapore. We
started by crafting simple wooden trophies and sourcing quality products from
Indonesia.
As the years unfolded, we blossomed into a bespoke trophy designer, specializing
in crafting exquisite trophies from wood, acrylic, metal, and 3D printing
technologies. In 2024, we embark on an exciting new chapter, extending our
services to the thriving South East Asia market, eager to share what we had done
and services that we can provide.

Presentation title



WHY ESA?
•Access to sustainable materials at competitive prices
•Expertise and unique knowledge in product manufacturing
•Cost-effective production leading to competitive pricing
•Reliable partners for on-time and fast air deliveries at optimal prices
•Capability to handle both stock products and customized low-quantity orders
•Specialization in custom packaging boxes for any quantity
•Serving as a central point/hub for numerous Indonesian artisans and craftsmen



PRODUCT REVIEW
• Wood trophies pages 6-12

• 3d print trophies pages 13-15

• Metal trophies pages 16-17

• Acrylic trophies page 18

• Laser Engrave Services page 19

• Laser Cut Services page 19
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• Others page 21



PINNACLE WOOD TROPHY
Behold this exquisite layered wood trophy, crafted to form three layers wood sourced 
sustainably from Indonesia. Its dimensions, at 250x80x80mm, showcase a perfect blend 
of form and function. With carefully designated spaces for logos and text, each trophy 
promises a visually stunning design.
In 2024, we proudly extended our repertoire by introducing more designs.



2024 LAYER WOOD TROPHY
In 2024, we proudly expanded our collection with five new designs 
inspired by the elegance of the Pinnacle Wood trophy, all crafted from 
sustainable wood.

Stella FuturusProminenia Silva Torrens



GRANDIS WOOD TROPHY
We introduce a new design crafted from sustainable wood, embodying a 
contemporary aesthetic with distinctive elements like a slanted top for 
logos and multiple facet cuts. The dimensions are set at 200x60x60mm, but 
customization options are available to suit different sizes.



WOOD MEDAL
We specialize in crafting distinctive, eco-friendly, and low-volume 
customized wood medals. Our customization options include laser 
engraving, UV printing, inlay, and layering, allowing us to bring any 
desired design to life.



WALL PLAQUE WITH WOOD BACKING
Presenting bespoke wall plaques, ranging from A5 to A1, showcasing tailored designs on 
authentic hardwood backings. We use stainless steel sheet metal that give enduring elegance. 
Prioritizing genuine hardwood over spray-painted MDF, we ensure an authentic finish. Count on 
our commitment to quality craftsmanship and affordability through competitive pricing. Perfect 
for ceremonial use, these plaques are sure to captivate and impress at any opening ceremony.



LAYERED WOOD PLAQUE
Embracing the latest trend in modern art, Mandala Layer Wood Art captivates with 
its innovative use of layered wood that give three dimensional effect. Through the use 
of various wood species or staining techniques, we can enhance the beauty of this 
layered wood style. Our commitment extends to accommodating small order 
quantities for personalized artistic creations.



WOOD BASE
Additionally, we offer an exquisite selection of wood bases. Crafted from sustainable 
hardwoods like mahogany or teak, these bases are available in various finishes such as 
lacquered, opaque black, or with a staining effect, adding a touch of sophistication to 
your trophies. We can also add lighting feature to the wood base. Furthermore, we can 
also create bespoke wooden boxes to complement your unique requirements.

Large wood base with lighting Wood base with top pocket Wood base from heart of tree



3D PRINT TROPHY (PAGE 1)

Embracing the latest trend in the trophy industry, 3D printing has become our forte since the 
2020, gaining recent momentum due to its cost-effective production. Our proficiency lies in a 
good synergy of skilled designers, top-tier 3D printers, and skilled painters.

Unlike traditional trophies, 3D printing offers unique advantages: intricate designs with exact 3D 
models, eradication of mould costs, lower quantity requirements, and, in many instances, 
expedited production. Through expert spray painting, vibrant colours can adorn the entire 3D 
model. Additionally, the option of eco-friendly resin minimizes Volatile Organic Compounds 
(VOC).

Our capabilities extend to crafting your product, mascot, or logo with unparalleled detail and 
superior finishing. Adding a refined wood base further enhances the trophy's aesthetics, ensuring 
a striking and personalized masterpiece. Experience the innovation and finesse of 3D-printed 
trophies, setting new standards in design, efficiency, and environmental consciousness.



3D PRINT TROPHY (PAGE 2)

Adidas Shoe Trophy Bitcoin 3D trophy Large Appreciation Medal

Throughout the years, our capabilities have evolved, enabling us to create more 
intricate sculptures. We have successfully overcome the limitations of 3D printing, 
achieving both strength and efficiency in our printing processes.



3D PRINT TROPHY (PAGE 3)

NUSkin 3d Trophy SGH 3D Trophy BTL 3D Trophy

Our 3D printing seamlessly integrates with various materials, including metal and 
acrylic. Coupled with the sustainable attributes of a wooden base, I am confident it 
enhances the overall appeal of the trophy, bringing out its finest qualities.



METAL TROPHY
We possess the capability to fold, spray paint and print on sheet metal, creating 
contemporary design trophies that harmonize seamlessly with various materials 
like crystal, wood, or acrylic. This imparts a futuristic aesthetic to your trophy.
Additionally, metal is recognized as a recyclable material, making it an eco-friendly 
and sustainable choice. We can do others such as tree planting plaque.



ADVENT FRAME PLAQUE
Clients adore this particular design, which seamlessly blends a modern frame 
with a standout pop-up feature for logos or main themes, all crafted from 
stainless steel. The eye-catching effect of UV printing on stainless steel 
captivates attention, while the background is adorned with velvet, adding a 
touch of sublime elegance.



ACRYLIC TROPHY
If you're seeking a personalized budget-friendly trophy, we offer the 
best cost-effective solution with modern design with our skilled 
designers. Also we are flexible enough to create a single piece upon 
customer request.



LASER ENGRAE/MARK/CUT SERVICE
Are you on the lookout for a cost-effective laser cutting solution? Your search ends here! 
We specialize in precision cutting on chrome/gold plated stainless steel (up to 1mm), 
acrylic (up to 20mm), gravoply, wood veneer (up to 5mm), and other materials. 
Moreover, our expertise includes laser engraving on a variety of materials, including 
wood, metal, acrylic, or gravoply, all customized to meet your specific requirements.



UV STICKER
With this new UV technique, you can lower the cost of UV print on metal, 
acrylic and wood trophy.  It is similar in quality and can also be applied to curved 
surface. In term of application, it can be said to be more accurate that direct UV 
print for small size product such as acrylic keychain and also be applied where 
UV print cannot print is over thicker or curves surfaces.



OTHERS 
Beyond the previous offerings, we can provide a diverse range of products from Indonesia.

Gift box Leather product Silvercraft Woodencraft

Costume for plush bear Tee shirt with printing Plush toy Small order shopping bag



CONTACT US:
Khaw Aik Hau
• Whatsapp +65 98374170 (SG)
• Email: esa.acc01@esakaryaasia.com

Eka Wulandari
• Whatsapp +62 838 5790 2151(ID)
• Email: esa.acc02@esakaryaasia.com

Website: www.esakaryaasia.com


